
 

"We knew using Rubitek would save us time
and money, but we didn’t realise the extent
to which using multiple disparate systems
was impacting operations.

Our ESFA funding claim takes seconds
instead of weeks to produce and the ILR
error reporting feature in Rubitek Core gives
us confidence that our claims are right 
first time, reducing the impact of funding
claw backs.

Learning journeys are very personal and we
want to ensure our learners have the best
and most intuitive tools to support this.
Providing a world-class learning 
experience is essential and with Rubitek we
believe we have achieved this."

Harriet Blake
Head of Programmes
Lighthouse Group

OVERVIEW

This case study highlights how Rubitek
supported Lighthouse Group, an
established training provider specialising
in leadership and management training,
in expanding their apprenticeship training
provision and improving operational
efficiency. 

Lighthouse Group, experiencing rapid
growth and working with larger national
clients, sought a more streamlined and
intuitive solution to address compliance
concerns, reduce administrative burdens,
and enhance learner progress tracking. 

Rubitek provided a platform and mobile
app, along with a bespoke ESFA funding
claim module, tailored to Lighthouse
Group's branding and requirements.

With Rubitek, Lighthouse Group achieved
increased efficiency, learner engagement,
and employer support, ultimately
enhancing training outcomes.
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APPROACH

Lighthouse Group had been using
disparate systems and spending
significant administrative time creating
management information, leading to
compliance concerns and duplicated
efforts. They required a more intuitive
solution that would support delivery,
track learner progress, meet regulatory
requirements, and seamlessly integrate
with ESFA processes. 

CONCLUSION

The collaboration between Rubitek and
Lighthouse Group exemplifies the
positive impact of adopting an intuitive
and comprehensive training management
platform.

The partnership enabled Lighthouse
Group to overcome administrative
challenges, improve compliance, and
enhance learner journeys.  Rubitek's
seamless integration with ESFA processes
and customizable interface empowered
employers, tutors, and learners, driving
engagement and achieving superior
training outcomes. 

BENEFITS
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Rubitek developed a white-label platform
and mobile app aligned with Lighthouse
Group's branding, and a ESFA funding
claim module was created to generate
their ILR file for effortless upload.

By implementing Rubitek, Lighthouse
Group alleviated administrative burdens
and redirected their focus towards
growth.

£ £67,000
annual resource
saving

90%
growth in apprentice
numbers

Insight
real-time progress and
achievement data

By choosing Rubitek, Lighthouse Group
successfully transformed their operations
and positioned themselves as leaders in
delivering exceptional training and
apprenticeship provision.


